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Animals and Human Language
Section 1



Language
Is it for only humans?



Can an ape ever learn to use 
language the way humans do?



Properties of  Human Language

Displacement 

Arbitrariness 

Productivity 

Cultural Transmission 

Duality



Displacement

Humans can refer to past and future 

Hypothetical talk and abstract concepts  
(fairies, after life, super heroes, fiction etc.) 

Exception of  bees:  
Bees can communicate with each other to describe 
the location of  nectars



Arbitrariness

There is generally no connection between 
linguistic form and meaning 
e.g. the word dog does not look like a dog 

Animals have specific vocal or gestural forms for 
specific situations  
e.g. mating sounds



Productivity

Humans can create new expressions and novel 
utterances by manipulating linguistic resources 

Animals can only use fixed signals such as barking, 
buzzing



Cultural Transmission

Passing the language from generations to 
generations 

Humans acquire a language in a culture with 
other speakers and not from parental genes 
whereas an animals will produce the same 
sound



Duality

Two levels:  
distinct sounds: individual sounds; n, b, and i 
distinct meanings: particular combinations; bin 

Humans produce large number of  sound 
combinations with a limited set of  discrete sounds



GUA

Luella & Winthrop Kellogg 
Comparative Psychologists 

Indiana University 
1931 & 9 months



VIKI

Keith & Catherine Hayes 
Primate Biologists 

Yerkes Laboratores of  Primate Biology, Florida 
1951 & 9 months







WASHOE

Beatrix & Alan Gardner 
Pscyhobiologists 

University of  Nevada 
1966



Washoe

By 2007, Washoe knew 250 
signs 

Washoe could produce 
combinations of  signs such as 
“Give me sweet” and “ You 
me go out hurry” 

Her son, Loulis also learned 
sign language from Washoe



NIM 
CHIMPSKY

Herbert Terrace 
Psychologist 

Columbia University 
1973



Nim Chimpsky

Named after Noam Chomsky 

Nim was raised in a 
household 

Could use sign language 
“Stone smoke time now” 

Herbert Terrace concluded 
that Nim was only trained to 
imitate him to get rewards



KOKO

Francine Patterson 
Pscyhologist 

Stanford University 
1972



Koko

Koko new 1.000 signs and 
could understand spoken 
English 

It is claimed that he has an 
IQ between 70 to 95



KANZI

Sue Savage-Rumbaugh 
Primatologist 

Georgia State University 
1980-2003



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-CcVFjRPLLo&t 

Kanzi 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-CcVFjRPLLo&t


Why do you think humans have 
language and other animals do not?



Cognitive Tradeoff  Hypothesis
Section 2



Tetsuro Matsuzawa
Primatologist 
Kyoto University

Cognitive Trade-off  Hypothesis
Humans traded some aspects of  cognitive 
development by re-purposing areas of  the 
brain from short term memory to language 
development



Primate Research Center



Cognitive Trade-off  Hypothesis

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ktkjUjcZid0

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwj_y7X40PLgAhXP-yoKHWDYAT8QtwIwAHoECDEQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DktkjUjcZid0&usg=AOvVaw08QYzQTJd58mU7k-qlbV55




Language Areas in the Brain
Section 3



How do you think the language is 
processed in a human’s brain? 

Is there a specific area for language?



Case of  
Phineas P. Gage

September, 1848 

Cavendish, Vermont, USA





The four components
Broca’s, Wernicke’s, Motor Cortex & Arcuate Fasciculus



Broca’s Area

Named after Paul Broca, a 
French surgeon. 

Damage to this are results in 
difficulty in speech 
production. 

Located in the left 
hemisphere.



Wernicke’s Area

Named after Carl Wernicke, a 
German doctor. 

Damage to this are results in 
difficulty in 
comprehension. 

Located in the left 
hemisphere.



Arcuate Fasciculus

Connects Broca’s & 
Wernicke’s areas 

Made of  nerve fibers



Motor Cortex

Generally controls the 
movement of  the muscles 

The parts of  motor cortex 
which are close to Broca’s 
control the movement of  jaw, 
tongue, and larynx



Localization View

The word is heard and comprehended via Wernicke’s area.  

This signal is then transferred via the arcuate fasciculus to Broca’s 
area where preparations are made to produce it.  

A signal is then sent to part of  the motor cortex to physically 
articulate the word.



Aphasia

“an impairment of  language 
function due to localized 
brain damage that leads to 
difficulty in understanding 
and/or producing linguistic 
forms.” 

The most common cause is a 
stroke



Broca’s Aphasia

Reduced amount of  speech, distorted articulation, 
slow and effortful speech. Impairment in fluency. 

Speech is usually made of  lexical morphemes (nouns 
and verbs) 
I eggs and eat and drink coffee breakfast 

Speech usually has long pauses

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JWC-cVQmEmY&t 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JWC-cVQmEmY&t


Wernicke’s Aphasia

Involves auditory comprehension and impairment in accuracy, 
not fluency. 
I can’t talk all of  the things I do, and part of  the part I can go alright, but 
I can’t tell from other people. 

Difficulty in finding the correct word

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3oef68YabD0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3oef68YabD0


The Critical Period Hypothesis
Section 4



What is the difference between the 
language learning/acquisition process of  a  

5-year-old and a 45-year-old?



Lateralization & TCP
Apraxia: “difficulty in performing movements with either 
side of  the body when asked to do so, but not when 
performing them spontaneously” 

Apraxia is almost always associated with left-hemisphere 
damage

Left hemisphere: dominant 
Right hemisphere: minor 

Lateralization starts in early childhood, concedes 
with the time a child acquires a language



Neuroplasticity

Our brains are the most”plastic” when we are young, it also continues in 
adults 

The brain is most ready to receive input and learn a particular language. This 
is sometimes called the “sensitive period” for language acquisition, but is 
more generally known as the critical period.



“Backwards Brain Bicycle”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFzDaBzBlL0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFzDaBzBlL0

